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Introduction to Ethnography 
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2. Six Tenets 

3. Three Examples  
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Definition  

& History 



ethnography   
 

“Ethnography is the study of  people in naturally 

occurring settings or „fields‟ by methods of  data 

collection which capture their social meanings and 

ordinary activities, involving the researcher 

participating directly in the setting…in order to 

collect data in a systematic manner but without 

meaning being imposed on them externally.” 

      - Brewer (2000) 



two major traditions in ethnography 

Anthropology (1915) Sociology  
(The Chicago School, 1930s)

    



Six Tenets 



tenets  of  ethnography 

1. Holistic perspective / contextualization 

2. Research occurs in natural settings: the field 

3. Aim is to understand the native perspective 

4. Discovery occurs via multiple field methods and 

is emergent 

5.  Results = thick description, an ethnography   

6.  Ethnography is rigorously problematized  



1. holistic perspective… 

…contextualization 





2. research occurs in natural 
settings: the field 



Robert  
E. Park 
American  
Sociologist  

 



“…get the seat of  your pants dirty…”  

  

  

 

You have been told to go grubbing in the library thereby 

accumulating a mass of notes and a liberal coating of grime. 

You have been told to choose problems wherever you can find 

musty stacks of routine records. This is called ‘getting your 

hands dirty in real research’. Those who counsel you thus are 

wise and honorable…But one thing more is needful: first hand 

observation. Go sit in the lounges of the luxury hotels and on 

the doorsteps of the flop-houses; sit on the Gold Coast settees 

and in the slum shakedowns; sit on the orchestra hall and in the 

Star and Garter Burlesque. In short…go get the seat of your 

pants dirty in real research.   Robert Park, American Sociologist, 1920s 

“fieldwork” 



• Physical access 

• Social access 

• Conceptual access  

gaining access 



3. Aim is to understand the 
native perspective 



EMIC perspective  
(insider)   

ETIC perspective   
(outsider)   

multiple perspectives 



“verstehen” 

Associated with the writing of  Max Weber (1864-

1920)…verstehen refers to understanding the meaning 

of  action from the actor's point of  view. It is entering 

into the shoes of  the other, and adopting this research stance 

that treats the actor as a subject, rather than an object of  

your observations. It also implies that unlike objects in the 

natural world human actors are not simply the product of  

the pulls and pushes of  external forces. Individuals are seen 

to create the world by organizing their own understanding of  

it and giving it meaning.  

     -Online Dictionary of  the Social Sciences 

http://www.hockey-notes.com/images/heart01.gif


4. discovery occurs via multiple 
field methods and is emergent  



participant observation observation 

fieldnotes    interviews 

photography   video  

diagramming/mapping surveys  

document analysis  secondary research 



… She goes on to describe her experience with 

Otesha, and the taste of communal living she got with 

the group. Moving on to discuss her co-operative 

housing experience, I am drawn to the words “live 

together” and the contrast she makes between this 

and her previous situation of living with “roommates”. 

The idea of sharing meals with her co-op housemates 

seems particularly poignant. 

 

I am surprised to learn that unlike other chores, which 

are divided between housemates according to the 

“chore list”, gardening is considered to be extra, and 

is included on the “open list”. I’m also fascinated by 

the personal plots “Tessa” discusses. Despite living in 

community, this reflects – to me, at least – a certain 

degree of autonomy/ personal choice that each 

housemate maintains. .. 

ethnographic record 

Elysia: gardening study 



ethnographic research cycle  
(Spradley, 1980) 



Carmen: dim sum study 



Library video study 



ethnographic research cycle  
(Spradley, 1980) 



   5. results = an ethnography  



“thick description” 
(Geertz, 1973) 



sample paper: “A Day in the Death of...” (Sine, 2010) 

 



• Ethics 

• Gaining access to the field 

• Personal experience of the field 

• Nature of ethnographic knowledge 

• Nature of ethnographic writing 

• And more… 

6.  ethnography is rigorously 
problematized 



reflexivity 

“Reflexivity requires an awareness of  the 

researcher's contribution to the construction of  

meanings throughout the research process, and an 

acknowledgment of  the impossibility of  remaining 

'outside of' one's subject matter while conducting 

research. Reflexivity then, urges us to explore the 

ways in which a researcher's involvement with a 

particular study influences, acts upon and informs 

such research."    (Nightingale and Cromby, 1999, p. 228) 

  



key  tenets  of  ethnography 

1. Holistic perspective / contextualization 

2. Research occurs in natural settings: the field 

3. Aim is to understand the native perspective 

4. Discovery occurs via multiple field methods and 

is emergent 

5.  Results = thick description, an ethnography   

6.  Ethnography is rigorously problematized  



Three Case 

Studies 



My dissertation 1. information in the hobby of 
gourmet cooking 



participant observation observation 

fieldnotes    interviews 

photography   video  

diagramming/mapping surveys  

document analysis  secondary research 



     

 

 

 





     

 

 

 





Laurel Swan, PhD 
Microsoft Industry Fellow 

Royal College of Art 

Alex Taylor, PhD 
Socio-digital Systems Group 

Microsoft Research  

2. technologies of family life 



How do families organize home life?  



participant observation observation 

fieldnotes    interviews 

photography   video  

diagramming/mapping surveys  

document analysis  secondary research 



Swan, L., & Taylor, A. S. (2005, April). Notes on fridge surfaces. Paper presented at 

the Conference on Human Factors and Computing Systems, CHI „05, Portland, 

Oregon, USA.  

“Notes on Fridge Surfaces” (Swan & Taylor, 2005) 



“List Making in the Home” (Taylor & Swan, 2004) 

Taylor, A. S., & Swan, L. (2004). List making in the home. In CSCW Chicago 2004: 

Computer Supported Cooperative Work conference proceedings (pp. 542-545). New York: 

Association for Computing Machinery.  



Taylor, A. S. & Swan, L. (2005). Artful systems in the home. In: Proceedings of  ACM 

CHI 2005 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. 641-650. 

“Artful Systems in the Home” (Taylor & Swan, 2005) 



“Photo Displays in the Home” (Taylor & Swan, 2005) 

Swan, L. & Taylor, A. S. (2008). Photo displays in the home. Designing Interactive 

Systems Conference, DIS '08, pp. 261-270.  



“Making Place for Clutter and Other 

Ideas of the Home”(Swan, Taylor and Harper, 2008) 

Swan, L., Taylor, A. S. & Harper, R. (Jul, 2008). Making place for clutter and other 

ideas of  home. ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact, TOCHI. 15(2). 

 



How do families organize home life?  



What do students 
really do when they 
write their research 
paper? 
 

1. reference services 
2. library facilities 
3. library website 

3. undergraduate library use 





participant observation observation 

fieldnotes    interviews 

photography   video  

diagramming/mapping surveys  

document analysis  secondary research 













Review  

& Next Steps 



ethnography   
 

“Ethnography is the study of  people in naturally 

occurring settings or „fields‟ by methods of  data 

collection which capture their social meanings and 

ordinary activities, involving the researcher 

participating directly in the setting…in order to 

collect data in a systematic manner but without 

meaning being imposed on them externally.” 

      - Brewer (2000) 



Key  Tenets  of   Ethnography 

1. Holistic perspective. 

2. Research occurs in natural contexts: the field 

3. Aim is to understand the native perspective 

4. Discovery occurs via multiple field methods and 

is emergent 

5.  Results = thick description, an ethnography   

6.  The practice is rigorously problematized; reflexive 



Next steps… 



next steps… 



next steps… 



ethnography in libraries… 



Join a listserv about the use of 
ethnographic research in libraries: 
https://lists.rochester.edu/wa.exe?A0=ANT
HROLIB 

next steps… 

https://lists.rochester.edu/wa.exe?A0=ANTHROLIB
https://lists.rochester.edu/wa.exe?A0=ANTHROLIB

